One of the best evolution in technology breakthroughs is the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). This aerial system is able to perform the mission in an agile environment and can reach the hard areas to perform the tasks autonomously. UAVs can be used in post-disaster situations to estimate damages, to monitor and to respond to the victims. The Ground Control Station can also provide emergency messages and ad-hoc communication to the Mobile Users of the disaster-stricken community using this network. A wireless network can also extend its communication range using UAV as a relay. Major requirements from such networks are robustness, scalability, energy efficiency and reliability. In general, UAVs are easy to deploy, have Line of Sight options and are flexible in nature. However, their 3D mobility, energy constraints, and deployment environment introduce many challenges. This paper provides a discussion of basic UAV based multi-hop relay network architecture and analyses their benefits, applications, and tradeoffs. Key design considerations and challenges are investigated finding fundamental issues and potential research directions to exploit them. Finally, analytical tools and frameworks for performance optimizations are presented.
INTRODUCTION
The unique features of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) or drones, enable them to be utilized in a wide range of applications and it is expected their number will skyrocket in a few years. Historically they have been used in military and mission-critical application but now they are finding use in civilian and commercial applications as well. Since UAVs can easily move in the air and can carry communicating equipment, they are being utilized in mapping and localization, rescue and search operations [1] , fire detection, surveillance, police operations, building and engineering inspections, aerial photography, video for post-disaster assessments, agricultural monitoring, remote detection, weather services, commercial, recreational, and educational domains [2] - [3] . Apart from other applications of UAVs as a relay, one promising use is in high-speed broadband wireless communication ad-hoc network in areas where there is no infrastructure. Most of the current research work carried out related to UAVs is focused on issues like navigational control, dynamics, autonomous operation, etc. while its study of wireless communication usage and associated challenges are recent [4] topics.
In terrestrial cellular wireless networks, Ground Control Station (GCS) or Ground Base Stations (GBS) are statically positioned, are typically two dimensional (2D) for static cell association operations and provide long-term and permanent communication without timing and energy constraints. However, GBS of terrestrial wireless networks cannot maintain Line of Sight (LOS) communication in certain situations. UAVs on the other hand, if used as Relay Stations (RS) or Aerial Relay Station between GBS and End Users (EUs) have the ability to extend wireless network connectivity [5] . These flying machines can efficiently extend the connectivity and capacity of terrestrial cellular networks or broadband networks establishing LOS communication as relays. A good example is Facebook Aquila, high altitude solar-powered drone system to provide internet access to remote areas [6] .
Attractive features of UAV, that enable its use in difficult areas without infrastructure are that they can easily hover, have flexible cell association capabilities, can provide three dimensional (3D) mobility and flexible coverage, can provide on-demand short-term communication, can support frequency variations, can maintain LOS communication links and can be deployed easily compared to GBSs as relay. In a range of applications, single UAV becomes inefficient to meet the mission requirements which can be supported with multiple UAVs deployments. The UAVs in cooperative network topology, acting as EUs as well as RS can deliver reliable and on-demand data. UAVs can also facilitate communication range of ground wireless devices in border surveillance applications. The Internet of Things (IoT) applications where devices have limitations on power, frequency and range can also be supported by UAVs. Figure 1 shows a scenario where UAVs as relay nodes are being controlled by a GBS to monitor an area of interest in tree topology.
Figure 1 UAVs Aided Wireless Communication
Classification of UAVs based on their type of flight could be as rotary wings or fixed wings. Other options are balloons and airships. Fixed-wing UAVs are heavy, have high speed, have long flight duration, can move in forwarding direction only, are used at high altitudes only, cannot hover and can carry light payloads like aircraft. While rotary-wing UAVs can hover, can remain stationary, fly at low altitudes, are flexible, are limited with energy and are for short duration flights only like quadrotor drones [7] . Fixed-wing UAVs are more suitable towards critical missions while rotarywing UAVs due to their flexibility are more suitable for the communicational environment. A rotary UAV having good control over its altitude can establish and maintain communication links with GBS and or other UAVs. Quality of Service (QoS), characteristics of the area of deployment and national/international regulations define the selection of UAVs for particular communication requirements [8] .
The quadrotor UAVs have strict energy constraints, do lack efficient energy models and have flight time limitations. Similarly, UAVs assisted multi-hop relay networks, face many other technical challenges like UAV deployment, efficient channel models, management of handover process, control of latency, characterization of performance, allocation of resources, optimization of trajectory control and efficient planning of network [4] which need efficient solutions.
This paper provides an overview of UAVs assisted networking by reviewing important literature that discusses issues and opportunities in using UAVs as relay nodes. Section 2 provides a review of applications and examples of UAVs in wireless networking. Section 3 provides the main research challenges and possible solutions. Section 4 provides a roadmap for further research in identified directions. Section 5 concluding remarks on this article.
WIRELESS NETWORKING WITH UAVs
UAVs as wireless communication relay nodes find applications in various scenarios like coverage areas expansion, public safety, hard area coverage, and IoT support. This section discusses a few of such examples.
Network Capacity and Coverage Enhancement Strategies UAVs as Relays
In communication systems, users should get quality of experience (QoE) in service without delay, without error, and without signal loss. Point to multi-point (PMP) architecture consisting of cellular GBSs and mobile stations (MS) having only direct links are common architecture for 3G where the GBSs are expected to serve multiple MSs in coverage area simultaneously. But in situations when MS is not getting a proper signal due to the shadow of a building or tree (shadowing effect or coverage hole) or if it is at far distance from GBS, it will receive a weak signal and hence low data rate. The wireless networks are also limited by the RF spectrum, coverage, geography and by the presence of time-varying channels due to the mobility of users.
To enhance the coverage and number of connections, ad-hoc solutions like the multi-hop mesh network of fixed antennas or mobile antennas like UAVs based on mesh topology working with terrestrial cellular networks may be utilized as illustrated in Figure  2 . In mesh networks routing is carried out by the user equipment and requires efficient frequency planning and efficient resource allocation which is more challenging if the cellular network is dense and if the cell size is of smaller category [9] . In hard geographical areas, deployment of a mesh of fixed antennas or UAVs is even more challenging due to the challenges like interference, back-haul, blockage, and failure in maintaining promised high speed and low latency.
An efficient solution to meet the above-mentioned issues is the use of fixed antennas or mobile antennas like UAVs as multi-hop relays based on tree topology working with the main terrestrial cellular network. In relay architecture along with GBSs and MSs, RSs are installed to provide the signal to MSs in coverage holes or in non-coverage areas. These relays are working at LOS with the main GBS. Compared to the concept of repeaters, RSs have some GBS functionalities and, have moderate cost and can be deployed fast.
Since received power determines the data rate for the user and path loss is difficult to mitigate, hence for higher data rates, transmit power should be raised, however. But it also increases the interferences. One good feature which leads to their selection as relays in cellular wireless networking is their reduced transmit power being at a lesser distance to MSs and less cost compared to GBS. RS-based cellular networks need less power to be transmitted to maintain a high data rate. Secondly, separate backhaul is not required for RSs as they can utilize the existing GBS backhaul in urban areas where installation costs are high and even most of the time, options are not available. The RSs can be installed and removed easily to address coverage holes of cellular systems increasing their coverage and capacity as described by WiMAX (IEEE 802.16 j and IEEE 802.16 m) and LTE-A [10] standards. In emerging cellular networks, the RSs are aimed to increase the coverage density to one million MSs in a square kilometer area. Relay architecture can also serve MSs in buses, trains, shadowed regions and areas close to cells where signal are not present.
Relay transmission modes are either transport or non-transport type. Mainly, the transport mode is to maximize capacity and to handle shadowing but cannot work independently since scheduling is performed by GBS. On the other hand, the nontransport mode is to maximize coverage as RS is equipped with some of the functionalities of GBS like generating control signals, monitoring and call metering, etc. Relays are working either as Amplify and Forward (AF) or Decode and Forward (DF). In AF mode, the signal is just amplified and transmitted without processing however noise is also amplified and transmitted. In DF mode, relay demodulates signal checking for the threshold to generate a fresh signal and then modulates again using FEC [11] . However, the quality of transmission is achieved at the cost of introduced delay. Efficient algorithms are required to handle these issues. Relays can also be divided into three categories based on their mobility. Mobile Relay Stations (MRS) are for public transport as buses running at 50 or 70 kmph which need fast switching among various cells. Fixed Relay Stations (FRS) for fixed applications or locations as event coverage or capacity enhancement or coverage enhancement or quality enhancement. Nomadic Relay Stations (NRS) are for slow-moving users.
A comparison of RS with various types of cellular GBS is given in Table 1 . This table compares needed transmit powers, coverage distance, bandwidth, user capacity, and installation costs. 
Few Application Scenarios are:

UAVs to Support Cellular GBS as Relays
Increase in the growth of UAVs in various applications has provided a direction to utilize them for wireless access as relays especially in 5G systems that have advanced requirements. Flexibility and control over the height of UAVs make them an ideal option to enhance ground communication in terms of coverage and QoE. A series of such relays can forward EU data to the base station in a multi-hop fashion. These mobile UAV relays can solve coverage issues as well can provide services to the hotspots as illustrated in Figure 2 . Authors in [12] have proposed a multiple access mechanism based on distance-time duplex for UAV-GBS link along with Bayesian statistical inference framework using localization algorithm.
Similarly, UAVs can also support terrestrial cellular networks to spread information over larger areas as connectivity enhancer. Such UAVs can also share the traffic load of cellular network improving network capacity. Authors in [7] elaborate the UAVs deployment as relay nodes in ad-hoc networks to support GBS to extend communication range and discuss related positioning and physical layer challenges due to UAVs agility and mobility nature. A survey in [13] discusses channel models of UAVs and their networking issues.
UAVs for Public Safety and Post Disaster Estimations
Terrestrial wireless networks have been affected by natural disasters in recent years. For example, the East Japan earthquake damaged the communication infrastructure resulting in isolation, making it almost impossible to access the disaster-affected area resulting in delayed rescue efforts. Other natural disasters as flood, storms and tornados can also bring large scale damages as illustrated in Figure 2 . In such critical situations, the available cellular base stations can be overloaded and need alternate fast and capable links using UAV relays at least during safety operations and during damage estimations [14] forming a flying ad-hoc network (FANET) of UAVs.
Figure 2 UAVs Aided Cellular Wireless Communication in Disaster Affected Area
A good feature of UAVs, which are flying base stations to establish an ad-hoc network is that they can hover to provide the desired coverage so that UAV assisted cellular network can spread the emergency messages in public safety situations. In disaster situations low latency, reliable and flexible UAVs deployment can be used as they do not require huge infrastructure and can easily establish an on-demand safety communication network.
UAVs for Surveillance Applications
For surveillance applications, uplink data requirement is more which is usually not supported by cellular networks. UAVs as relays to the existing cellular networks are efficient solutions in such scenarios. However such arrangements have different channel conditions, which are limited by onboard energy constraints and channel variations due to the mobility dynamics of UAVs which need better design considerations to better work with terrestrial cellular networks. A framework is presented in [15] to monitor Smart city using UAVs in collaboration with existing transportation means and wide ocean area using UAVs at various layers through airborne docking.
UAVs for On-demand Communication
Hard geographical areas without network coverage and occasional events may also be served by ondemand network access temporarily using UAVs. Few organizations are even now using such arrangements to cover events like football championships. Due to the unique features of UAVs, they can be an attractive solution for reliable Device to Device (D2D) and Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) communications as well. If the UAVs do carry MIMO capabilities, they can be an attractive solution for high capacity, high-speed data provision as they can transfer information to GBS and other UAVs rapidly [16] . UAVs can also support vehicular networks by spreading useful information to all connected vehicles improving reliability. One option may be a grouping or clustering the users and providing services through UAVs where each UAV is communicating to the server of the group, performing improved multi-hop communication.
Demand Aware Backhaul Allocation using UAV Relays
In hierarchical wired communication networks, the portion of the network consisting of few inter-links among backbone and subnet is termed as backhaul which may be affected by the geographical nature of the area of service. Wireless backhaul is a costeffective solution in some cases, however, interference and blockage are major challenges [17] which may be handled by using UAV relays. mmW capabilities and reconfigurable capabilities with UAV relays can also provide high quality, reliability, and capacity.
QoE Enhancement using UAVs
UAVs due to their unique features of deployment can be considered as flying antennas in 2D MIMO, Full MIMO, and mmW applications. Support to a large number of users, reduction in inter-cell interference, enhancement in network throughput can be achieved using efficient 3D beamforming [18] . If these airborne base stations are present at high altitudes, they can form good communication links at different altitudes and angels. UAV based antenna arrays have flexibility on space constraints of antenna elements, on beamforming gains, and on beam-steering which may lead to massive MIMO deployment to achieve mmW communication. Similarly if Swarm of UAVs is deployed, it may simulate reconfigurable antenna arrays.
Cache Enabled UAVs for QoS
In small dense cells, caching is a good method to have better throughput and reduced latency however it is affected by the handover process [19] . UAV relays as reduced functionality base stations can be a potential solution in such cases that can track user mobility and data and can cache necessary data and mobility pattern to pass-on it to the neighboring cells during the hand over process. If UAVs are connected to cellular base stations as EUs they can be used for delivery, sensing, and surveillance as well.
UAVs for IoT Applications
IoT applications like smart cities, healthcare, energy management and transportation need quality communication among massive IoT devices with a high data rate, reliable and low latency data communication. Since IoT devices are limited to transmission coverage and energy and cannot deliver data to far base stations effectively, UAV relays can be an effective solution especially in scenarios where there is no cellular coverage [20] . In such deployments, IoT devices need to transmit low power to uplink information to UAV relays. UAVs can also support smart cities' requirements as missions, radio map sensing, big data collection, limited processing and efficient transportation of data to the central cloud.
Numerous application can be supported by UAVs, but there are many technical challenges associated with such type of deployments and designs as discussed in following section.
CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED WITH DEPLOYMENT OF UAVs AS RELAYS
This section provides a brief overview of various associated challenges in the deployment of UAVs as RSs. It also discusses potential research directions.
Based on literature review, major technical challenges in UAV deployment as RS are:
Deployment of UAVs as Relay Nodes
Optimization in UAV deployment in 3D space is one of the main challenging design considerations. Better control over trajectory, localization, and navigation in the presence of various physical factors like flight path, throughput, flight time and energy limitations which result in channel quality variations is a challenging task. The performance of multiple antenna UAVs assisted communication with optimized trajectory control has been studied in [21] . A study on ad-hoc connectivity issues of UAVs considering user location information is available with UAVs has been presented in [22] . The channel characteristics of the UAV-GBS link are a function of UAV height, flight, inter-cell interference, co-channel interference, and energy constraints are even more challenging to model in case of multiple deployments. Since height and mobility of UAVs can easily be varied, deployment of UAVs has been discussed in [23] taking advantage of freedom in deployment. Authors in [24] have derived an expression for optimal altitude, based on average path loss characteristics of a UAV to have better coverage. This research work also discusses energy characteristics, shadowing effect and coverage radius probability. In [25] , UAV deployment optimization work on bit error rate is carried out considering UAV as a relay between GBS and EU to enhance connectivity. Research results show that in low altitude platforms (LAP) installed with higher beam-width directional antennas, the requirement of number of UAVs is comparatively less at reduced intercellular interference.
Link Overloading
UAV as RS has limited capacities and can communicate to limited users, unlike GBS. If it accommodates more links, access link (the link between EU to BSC or to UAV) capacity will be limited by relay link (the link between UAV to UAV and UAV to GBS) resulting in delay. Such type of backhaul queuing delay is not acceptable in time-bound applications and needs better management. For instance, authors in [26] have developed a demand for the aware mechanism which is aware of the resource demand and presents a solution to the data transmission problem in UAV based relay network in the presence of a trade-off among demand reward and power consumption.
Path Selection
UAV as RS in a cellular network may have one direct path to GBS along with multiple paths using other RSs so UAV has to choose one path based on path cost. This path cost calculation needs efficient algorithms to support link efficiency. For example, WiMAX supports 11 burst profiles for various user types. Similarity Radio Resource Utilization Index (RRUI) and LASER are efficient path selection algorithms. Work presented in [27] is to take advantage of UAVs mobility in relay applications using an efficient routing algorithm in an unstable and dynamically changing environment. Research work in [28] presents a mechanism of guide and control in three levels for cooperative UAVs in surveillance applications under known static threats like antiaircraft guns, missile sites, towers, poles, and buildings.
In this work, in the highest level, the Lyapunov vector field is utilized based on cost functions like certainty, waypoints, position and crash probability to determine waypoints for UAV while in level 2, A* algorithms guide UAV. Authors in [29] have proposed an efficient cooperative path planning algorithm based on ant colony optimization. A number of control points using Gaussian distribution are represented on a curve and then their number, path length, turning angle, pitch rate, and coverage area are optimized.
Ground-to-Air and Air-to-Air LOS Channel Modeling
The medium between the transmitter and receiver affects the signal. The air to ground (A2G) channel characteristics which are susceptible to blockage are different from air to air (A2A) channel which are dominantly LOS and for the accurate deployment of UAVs efficient channel modeling is needed. The ideal model should consider randomness on a link so in most of the literature review researchers have dealt LOS and NLOS separately considering the altitude, location, and obstacles in the path. Authors in [30] have modeled A2G path loss for LAPs in an urban environment using a statistical propagation model by deriving a closed-loop formula for probability prediction. The authors in [31] have derived expressions for occurrence probabilities and have discussed such a model for high altitude G2A communication in urban areas considering elevation angles, LOS and NLOS links. The density of building and obstacles and other environmental factors should also be considered in using Rayleigh Distribution as defined by ITU-R [32] . Authors in [33] carrying out an experiment at 915MHz mounted two antennas on UAV flying at 200m above ground to receive signal at 8 antenna locations on the ground. Their analysis shows that near field effects arise in such deployment and high capacity communication can be provided by UAVs using proper signaling strategies.
Performance Analysis of Duplexed Relay Network of UAVs
Contrary to terrestrial wireless networks, another challenge in performance analysis of dynamic UAV assisted wireless communication is to check the role of each design parameter such as quality of service, delay, coverage, throughput, and reliability. Authors in [34] investigated the performance of drone relays in G2A wireless communication by deriving expressions for SNR distribution and the capacity of links. Authors in [35] analyzed the outage probability of OFDM based UAV relay systems. The research work derives expressions for outage probabilities for UAV assisted relay network considering loop interferences and narrowband interferences for a full duplexed OFDM cognitive DF scheme. Simulation results of the research work show that the proposed network performs better at low values of SNR compared to half duplexed mode.
Network Planning
Cellular network planning using UAVs as relays should be carried out to address both GBS associated issues like positioning, antenna selection, frequency usage, cell allotment, and traffic, amount of signaling overhead and management of interferences along with UAV associated issues like user allocation, bandwidth, dynamics, mobility, energy limitations, and interferences. Authors in [36] have investigated the optimal assignment scheme for UAVs assisted relayed wireless networks. Problems of cell association to minimize delay is studied in [37] considering four UAVs and LAPs to serve an area of four square kilometers using two GBSs under grid-based deployment. The research work uses Gaussian distribution and standard deviation for user spatial distribution. Compared to SNR based association, these schemes reduce delay. Using optimized power in meeting minimum data rate requirements in UAVs deployment has been discussed in [38] .
Resource Management
UAVs assisted wireless relay networks need efficient resource planning due to challenges like limited onboard energy, bandwidth, flight duration, mobility dynamics, processing, traffic patterns, mission nature and different types of interferences. The efficient UAV based wireless communication system design should consider all above-indicated factors. The authors in [39] have the investigated energy efficiency performance of a cache-assisted information transmission network considering multi-layer caching with wireless backhaul. They have also studied energy consumption in backhaul and access links. Authors in [40] has studied optimization in resource allocation for an energy harvesting flying drone to enhance latency and flight duration by developing a routing protocol called delay aware adaptive multi-hop.
OPEN ISSUES AND FUTURE RESEARCH OPPERTUNITIES
On discussing various research directions and challenges in UAV deployment as a relay in wireless communication, we can outline various research problems and associated research opportunities as:
Channel Modeling
Usually, the received signal is not only faded out but also is noisy and to retrieve the original message signal from it, better quality modulation/demodulation techniques are required. Since A2G channels in UAVs assisted relay network differ in nature from the cellular mobile communication access channels, so they should be characterized accordingly. In channel modeling of A2G and A2A communication links of UAVs assisted wireless communication, real-time values of path loss and fading due to Doppler's effect on UAVs mobility along with other physical processes which can impact signal should be modeled efficiently. Similarly common channel interference increases by an increasing number of relay antennas which should be dealt with efficiently.
In wireless communications, physical layer modeling, concepts of channel state information (CSI) are essential to investigate the performance of wireless networks. If CSI is of good quality, lower order modulation is sufficient while for bad CSI, higher-order modulation is used. For establishing transmit beamforming or transmit precoding, accurate CSI is required. Scheduling operations are also based on user CSI. But if CSI varies due to Doppler's Effect introduced by user mobility, the above-mentioned issues become even more challenging in maintaining reliable data transmission. To meet such challenges due to limited RF spectrum and time-varying channels, solutions are being searched for increased spectral efficiency so that ideal DL and UL data rates are achieved. Solutions to achieve transmit energy efficiency to maintain the quality of communication by working on efficient communication algorithms. Similarly, solutions for link reliability are being searched to ensure that information from the transmitter to the receiver arrives with minimum error and minimum delay. Popular techniques are FEC which uses parity bits and MIMO which uses multiple antennas. However, tradeoffs exist here as parity bits increase processing and reduce data rates while MIMO antennas increase signal processing, HW complexity, and cost. Other solutions may be using time diversity, frequency diversity, and spatial diversity.
The research work in [41] proposes statistical models based on measurements of path loss and corresponding 3GPP territorial channel models considering correction factors. Research work in [42] studies impact of co-channel interference and channel estimation error on the performance of cellular full-duplex relay network. Expressions for outage probability under Nakagami-m fading are derived and are upgraded for high SNR for three optimization problems like optimal power allocation, optimal relay location with fixed power allocation and jointly optimal power allocation and relay location. Simulation results show that interference at the relay is negligible if we allocate sufficient power to the GBS and EUs. Techniques like ray tracing, machine learning, time-variant mobility models and long-distance path loss models may be developed and tested to characterize the physical parameters.
UAV Deployment and Trajectory Optimization
The key issues in the deployment of UAVs in the presence of terrestrial cellular networks are interference, energy and bandwidth allocation, cell association and geographical awareness. Similarly, another challenge is to optimize the deployment of UAVs which act as EU in cellular networks where handover, mobility, and interference are major issues. The problems in trajectory optimization like managing throughput, energy consumption, scheduling to achieve minimum delay, reliability and flight time need efficient solutions. Using optimization theory new solutions need to be investigated in the presence of existing ground terrestrial cellular network interferences. Literature reports that at higher altitudes, the field view, and coverage increases but currently available sensors pose accuracy issues.
The work carried out in [43] has studied the optimal transmit power and trajectory algorithm of UAVs in serving multiple ground stations simultaneously. Authors in [44] tell that trajectories of UAVs have a major impact on communication delay especially UAVs with circular trajectory serving a large number of users. Their proposed algorithm to handle this delay is based on queue occupancy and moving centers of UAVs trajectories based on link traffic. A framework of deployment of massive UAV EUs having dynamic handover methods, good channel models, better scheduling algorithms and QoS is needed.
Performance Analysis and QoS
Characterization of coverage probability, spectral efficiency, and capacity of UAVs assisted wireless communication systems should be carried out to analyze the performance. The issues like heterogeneity, mobility, spatial and temporal correlations need to be optimized. Similarity role of the trajectory in determining the performance of UAVs assisted relay network needs investigation in terms of throughput, energy efficiency, scheduling, and latency.
Authors in [45] studied problems in adopting 802.11 wireless LAN to airborne UAVs communication. The research work carried out on spectral efficiency in [46] proposes a physical layer network coding based bidirectional DF relay network based on spatial modulated full-duplex nodes. Two bits are exchanged in the one-time slot among nodes. The most significant bit is for transmit antenna selection and the least significant bit is transmitted by the selected antenna. The self-interference is modeled as Gaussian with variance based on thermal noise power. For the proposed mechanism, outage probability expressions for an end to end upper and lower bound are derived in Rayleigh fading environment. Test results show that outage performance is better compared to conventional full-duplex relay network while there is scope to work on extending multiple antennas. Expressions for the probability of coverage and spectral efficiency may be derived and analyzed for such type of aerial networks.
Energy efficiency, scalability, robustness, and reliability are the performance requirements from such networks which are measured in terms of performance parameters like Bit Error Rate (BER), bandwidth, coverage probability, fading, delay, link probability, packet loss, path loss and scheduling.
Network Planning
Analysis of signaling overhead, backhaul awareness and efficient cell associations for optimal transport of information are major challenges of UAV assisted relayed wireless networks. Routing allows the network to scale, to control delay, to take care of mobility, and to ensure reliability. A multi UAVs task planning algorithm is proposed in [47] for flying ad-hoc networks to visit all target points in minimum time duration. The authors in [48] have described an architecture for path planning among interconnected drones with onboard sensors, embedded processing, coordination and communication capabilities. The analysis results show strong dependency among design blocks, efficient evaluation methods, a good level of autonomy and low level of user interaction.
Development of suitable routing protocols in UAV assisted relay networks considering their dynamic 2D and 3D mobility in terms of node addition and removal, bandwidth and energy constraints and robustness to intermittent links is a challenging job [49] . UAV assisted relay networks require frequent handovers due to their mobility which leads to latency and packet loss, degrading quality of service and needs efficient technology to be evaluated. Other issues like determining the optimal number of UAVs to provide full coverage, frequency planning for GBS and RSs and EUs on-demand basis, network resource allocation to accommodate MRS from terrestrial cellular networks and mobility of UAVs should be studied.
Mobility Issues
Adaptive communications need to be designed with UAV mobility control to improve performance. In case UAV provides good channel conditions to ground users, it may vary its speed or topology to provide better connectivity to MUs. The requirements from mobility control are energy efficiency and maximum data rate [50] . However, due to mobility, interferences from neighboring cells are challenges to overcome. Better interference management techniques specific to UAV assisted cellular networks are needed. The mobility of nodes in such FANETs needs a proper mobility model to be followed to achieve the target objectives. These mobility models are expected at a higher autonomy level compared to other vehicular mobility models.
Mission Dependent Resource Management and Synchronization
Since UAVs as relay nodes can be deployed in a wide range of applications, issues like command and control, data communication can be handled efficiently by using a centralized resource allocation techniques. Work carried out in [51] provides an optimized strategy for energy harvesting in flying access points from GBS in D2D communication using power split relaying protocol. The experimental work carried out in [52] extends the range of battery-free RFIDs using drone relays. The prototype uses a fullduplex relay to integrate the battery-free network with RFIDs preserving phase and timing characteristics of forwarded packets. Results of research evaluate that communication is enabled at over 50m through relay localization algorithm having a median accuracy of 19 cm.
The application domains demand for network time synchronization and proper time stamping for the network traffic. The selected networking technology, software, and hardware are also application-specific. The data type may be either coordination or sensed while frequency depends on network planning. Other parameters like traffic type, throughput, delay, QoS and QoE need to be planned for such networks. To deal with monitoring overhead which is a network performance degrading factor, authors in [53] have presented an intrusion/attacker detecting system for UAVs assisted networks to detect and eject tracker efficiently. The work considers the tradeoff among detection rate and monitoring overhead of networked UAVs to make a decision on tracker ejection. The Bayesian game model is proposed and tested to detect attacks with low overhead giving reliable detection.
With an aim to reduce packet collision and packet loss, research work in [54] proposes a novel efficient data acquisition framework in UAVs assisted wireless network based on reduced transmission distance among nodes. In this work, sensor nodes and UAVs redundant data transmission links are suppressed based on a priority based frame selection scheme to increase system throughput. Different transmission priorities are assigned to different UAVs based on their location/importance in different frames and to optimize power consumption, a framework based on novel routing protocol is proposed. Authors in [55] propose and implement, an adaptive MAC framework for UAVs to switch multiple MAC protocols like CSMA and TDMA based on requirements using Raspberry Pi and MDS Radio. The experimental results show that compared to a single MAC protocol, the proposed framework can improve the desired performance.
Outlook
FANETs are expected to facilitate a lot of near-future applications in civil and military domains. Reliable communication and efficient networking are essential to the design requirement. This survey reports essential characteristics and requirements from a communication viewpoint. The study of the abovementioned parameters of UAV operations is key design challenges. The issue of energy efficiency can be resolved through efficient transmission power control and load/node management using efficient cross-layer protocols. Development of a framework for efficient and dynamic resource management for energy, bandwidth, traffic, flight duration, frequency, interference management, transmit power, UAV count and their trajectories in UAV assisted relay network, are needed.
CONCLUSION
If relayed UAVs are controlled by GBS this leads to research issues of formulating and solving challenges of centralized optimization. Machine learning can enable UAVs systems to improve performance by learning automatically from the environment and past experiences.
Associated problems may be formulated at the cloud level and be optimized using advanced level mathematical transport theory. However, to solve identified challenges like handover, resource allocation and flight time optimization, even more, advanced optimization techniques based on statistical theory, probability theory, and stochastic geometry may be needed. Theories like optimization, machine learning, communication, stochastic geometry, and game theory based on distributed decision making may serve as the foundation mathematical tools to deal with problems of UAVs deployment, performance analysis, network and resource planning, trajectory control and optimal coordination. After identifying research directions and associated opportunities, we can focus on features of a robust and efficient analytical a framework to mitigate design, analysis, and optimization of UAVs based relay networks. This area is highly interdisciplinary as it requires a sound understanding of mathematical, communication, and optimization theories. Technical standards in UAVs assisted wireless communication is also being developed like IEEE 802.11 g for wireless ad-hoc networks, World Radio Conference 2012 agreement on 5030-5061 MHz band for navigation of unmanned aircraft including control and non-payload communication links and CSMA/CA native MAC protocol of WiFi for video streaming with relays.
UAVs based mesh and relay ad-hoc wireless networking is an evolving technology for military and civilian applications. Features of UAVs like dynamics, deployment, trajectory control, power limitations, bandwidth limitations and associated features of the physical layer, data link layer, and network layer are being researched. The scope of this review paper was to provide an overview of UAVs assisted networking by reviewing important literature that discusses issues and opportunities in using UAVs as relay nodes. To present the available information in these research areas, various issues like routing, handover, and energy efficiency have been discussed. Potential applications and examples of UAVs in wireless networking are presented along with main research directions, research challenges, and possible solutions to achieve a quality of service and energy efficiency in such networks. Finally, the features of a robust and efficient analytical framework are discussed. This paper provides a roadmap for further research in identified research directions and we expect that this review of existing knowledge may lead us to do further research in these important areas with open research issues. Also, we may find answers to questions like whether UAVs are the basis for next-generation cellular networks or only for hotspots and disaster coverage.
